Injury plagued Kickers toppled by Middlebury

By Ray Kwasnick

The MIT soccer team lost a tough game to Middlebury last Saturday, 1-0, in a non-League game and didn't hurt the Engineers' chance of winning part of the Greater Boston League title. The 2-1 loss dropped MIT's overall record to 0-3-3.

Injuries played a large part in the outcome of the Middlebury contest. In the first minute of play, star Andy Mazzuich 71 took a kick in the groin and had to sit out the whole first half. Minutes later Tech's starting goalie Tom Alden 77 sprained his ankle in a mix-up in front of the net and he was replaced by Aaron Tovsh 72 for the whole game. The team was not severe, and Alden will be available for the Tufts game.

Despite these misfortunes the first half ended in a scoreless tie. The second half broke the ice at the beginning of the third period. The ball was fed in from behind the goal. Before Tech could scoop up the loose ball and send it out of danger, a Middlebury forward came up with it and kicked it ---

How They Did

Soccer

Middlebury from Detrick 1
Rugby

MIT 'A' 16-0, 'B' 1-0 MIT 'B' 24-University of Vermont 'C'-6-Wesleyan 'B' 0

MIT 1314-Lowell Tech 1148
time out 8-0, and the "B" team beat the University of Vermont 'A' 24-8. The "A" team's record is now 5-0 while the other two teams are 2-3.

Bob Virgil of the Vermont back line took a feed out of loose ruck ball. He scored to push the score to 5-0. Moments later Derek McQueen made a beautiful run down the sidelines as he just barely stayed in bounds to score. The scoring was capped with a beautiful 30 yard run by Derek McQueen. Juris Apse converted from the bad angle for the final 16-0 tally.

Ruggers sweep three

By Byr Mooray

Last Friday the Modern Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association, comprised of seventeen smaller New England colleges, held its sixth annual Cross Country Championships at Franklin Park. Providence won its sixth title with relative ease, scoring only 29 points. Second was Central Connecticut with 60, MIT 1318-WPI 1203

The second game against Wesleyan ended with a 5-0 score. After another ten minutes of driving forwards, Pompeii converted to make the score 5-0. Moments later Derek McQueen scored to push the score to 5-0. Moments later Derek McQueen scored to push the score to 5-0. Moments later.

Soccer

Middlebury 0, Tufts 0

First half, the Tech back line created an overlap on the left side that outside center Jerry Braun to turn the corner with only a few Tech defenders between him and a try. Braun threw a beautiful fake and scored.

The fullback Rich Eskin kicked the Engineers back one to the back of the goal in the middle of the third period. Eskin's goal was unassisted. He dribbled into the right side of the Panther defense until he was about 35 yards away from the Middlebury goal. Then he shot a hard shot at the partially screened netminder. The goalie got his hands on the ball, but he couldn't prevent it from crossing the goaline and firing the game. Middlebury scored the winning goal with less than three minutes left in the contest.

Tech finally scored a long shot, but too late and couldn't hang on to the ball. Unfortunately for the Techs, a Panther attacker was in position and pounced on the rebound to seal the victory for the Engineers.

The Engineers had a couple of chances to take the game in the second half, but couldn't capitalize. In the 16th minute Peter Pompeii '71 unleashed a hard shot at the Middlebury goal, and just before the end of the game Tom Reish '70 nearly headed in a Mae Lamson '71 crossing pass. However, each time the Panther goalie got his hands on the ball, he couldn't prevent it from crossing the goaline and firing the game.

The MIT ruggers earned themselves their third victory weekend of the year as the "A" side beat Wesleyan "A" 6-0, and the "B" team beat the University of Vermont 'A' 24-8. The "A" team's record is now 5-0 while the other side is still 2-3.

Larry Izzy opened the scoring for Tech in the "A" game when he was taken out after knocking the ball in a scrum role play. After Peter Webster dropkicked a conversion, the score was 5-0. After the last minute of a penalty awarded to Tech, the ball was dropped back on to Wesleyan's fifteen yard line. Izzy dropped out of the scrum, went for the ball and managed to score bowling over the side line marker. The half ended with Tech leading 8-0.

In the second half, Dave McQueen made a beautiful run...